Learning Apps
Make practicing more exciting!
LearningApps.org supports learning and teaching processes with small interactive,
multimedia exercises. The exercises can be created and used very easily online. A number of
templates (assignment exercises, multiple choice tests, etc.) are available. The exercises
themselves do not represent complete learning units. They are intended for practicing and
deepening skills (e.g. in foreign language teaching) and are not suitable for explaining
complex concepts.
After logging in, you can choose between different options:
1. Browse existing Apps in various languages and on various topics.
2. Create an App
3. Create a collection e.g. for one of your classes
4. Use tutorials for in-depth information
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Browse existing Apps to get a firs impression; there are different
categories as well as states to choose from.

Create an App – pick the desired template. Making the App “Matching Pairs” will be
explained in a few steps.

Find an appropriate title

This text is shown to players

Fill in the matching pairs.
You can use text, images,
audio etc.

Don’t use too many elements, it might get confusing. 810 pairs are enough (depending on the level).

If matching pairs disappear, students can’t
use the solution for further exercises.

Personalise the feedback!

Now finish editing and see your result. You can still edit your App.

Check the answers

Save your App!
Edit again if you
found a mistake

Share the link or QR-code with your students

If you want to check that your students have done the Apps,
you have to create a collection.
In this collection, you add the Apps your students should practice. You can also
add more than one App and define the sequence if the exercises should be
done in a certain order.

After finishing the apps, students have to type in a name – it could also be only
the first name or a special nickname to follow privacy requirements.
Here you see how many students
already did the exercise.

Now you can
check who did
the exercises!

Names

Tips & tricks

Find clear and structured titles for your apps in order to find them again.
There is no need to make the app public.
You can use the apps as often as you like. Students – and adults – like to play. Use apps
to introduce a subject, for review at the end of a learning unit or to prepare for a test.
You can always edit your apps – maybe you want to put in additional information, make
them easier or more difficult or add pictures when appropriate.
Students can create their own learning units and share them with their colleagues. Give
them the chance to participate!
If you want to create other types of apps, browse through existing apps to get an idea
what is possible.

